In this paper, a new displacement based high-order shear deformation theory is introduced for the static response of functionally graded sandwich plate. Unlike any other theory, the number of unknown functions involved is only four, as against five in case of other shear deformation theories. The theory presented is variationally consistent, has strong similarity with classical plate theory in many aspects, does not require shear correction factor, and gives rise to transverse shear stress variation such that the transverse shear stresses vary parabolically across the thickness satisfying shear stress free surface conditions. Two common types of functionally graded sandwich plates, namely, the sandwich with functionally graded facesheet and homogeneous core and the sandwich with homogeneous facesheet and functionally graded core, are considered. Governing equations are derived from the principle of virtual displacements. The closed-form solution of a simply supported rectangular plate subjected to sinusoidal loading has been obtained by using the Navier method. The validity of the present theory is investigated by comparing some of the present results with those of the classical, the first-order and the other higher-order theories. It can be concluded that the proposed theory is accurate and simple in solving the static bending behavior of functionally graded sandwich plates.
Introduction1
Functionally graded materials (FGMs) are new inhomogeneous materials which have been widely used in many engineering applicants such as nuclear reactors and high-speed spacecraft industries . The me- [1] chanical properties of FGMs vary smoothly and continuously from one surface to the other. Typically these *Corresponding author. Tel.: +213-48-564100.
E-mail address: tou_abdel@yahoo.com 1000-9361 © 2011 Elsevier Ltd. doi: 10.1016/S1000-9361 (11) materials are made from a mixture of ceramic and metal or from a combination of different materials. The ceramic constituent of the material provides the hightemperature resistance due to its low thermal conductivity. The ductile metal constituent on the other hand, prevents fracture caused by stresses due to the high temperature gradient in a very short period of time. Furthermore a mixture of ceramic and metal with a continuously varying volume fraction can be easily manufactured [2] [3] . With the developments in manufacturing methods [2, [4] [5] [6] [7] FGMs seem to have great potential in sandwich structures. The analysis of these materials has been considered by many researchers.
A considerable amount of literature exists on sandwich plates as they are used in large number of applications varying from high-performance composites in aerospace structures to low-cost materials for building constructions. The limitations of classical plate theory in describing complex problems (e.g., contact/impact problems, behavior of thick laminate plates) necessitated the development of higher-order theories. The term "higher-order" refers to the level of truncation of terms in a power series expansion of displacements about the thickness coordinate. Reissner [8] and Midlin [9] were the first to propose a plate theory that included the effect of shear deformation and that assumed linear longitudinal displacements and constant transverse displacements. Midlin [9] introduced the correction factor into the shear stress to account for the fact that the model predicts a uniform shear stress through the thickness of the plate. Yang, et al. [10] extended Midlin's theory for homogeneous plates to laminates consisting of arbitrary number of bonded layers. Based on the same model (Midlin's theory), Whitney and Pagano [11] developed a theory for anisotropic laminated plates consisting of an arbitrary number of bonded anisotropic layers that includes shear deformation and rotary inertia. Displacement field is assumed to be linear in thickness coordinate. Since then, the plate theory was improved by including higher-order terms in displacement assumptions. Essenburg [12] assumed second-order transverse displacements and linear longitudinal displacements; Reissner [13] included third-order terms in the in-plane displacements' z-expansion; Lo, et al. [14] [15] included third-order in-plane and second-order out-of-plane terms. Reddy [16] developed a third-order shear deformation plate theory (TSDPT) for composite laminates, based on assumed displacement fields (third-order in-plane and constant out-of-plane displacements).
The FGM sandwich plate can alleviate the large interfacial shear stress concentration because of the gradual variation of material properties at the facesheet-core interface. The effects of FGM core were studied by Venkataraman and Sankar [17] , and Anderson [18] on the shear stresses at the facesheet-core of FGM sandwich beam. Pan and Han [19] analyzed the static response of the multilayered rectangular plate made of functionally graded, anisotropic and linear magneto-electro-elastic materials. Das, et al. [20] studied a sandwich composed of a single FGM soft core with relatively orthotropic stiff facesheets by using a triangular plate element. Shen [21] considered two types of FGM hybrid laminated plates, one is with FGM core and piezoelectric ceramic facesheet and the other is with FGM facesheet and piezoelectric ceramic core.
The FGM sandwich construction commonly exists in two types: FGM facesheet-homogeneous core and homogeneous facesheet-FGM core. For the case of homogeneous core, the softcore is commonly employed because of the light weight and high bending stiffness in the structural design. The homogeneous hardcore is also employed in other fields such as control or in the thermal environments. The actuators and sensors which are commonly piezoelectric ceramics are always in the mid layers of the sandwich construction as in the paper of Shen [21] . Moreover, in the thermal environments, the metal-rich facesheet can reduce the large tensile stress on the surface at the early stage of cooling [22] . As far as we know, there has been no investigation on bending response of FGM sandwich plates using two variable refined plate theory (RPT). This theory was developed by Shimpi [23] for isotropic plates, and was extended by Shimpi and Patel [24] [25] for orthotropic plates. The most interesting feature of this theory is that it does not require shear correction factor, and has strong similarities with the classical plate theory (CPT) in some aspects such as governing equation, boundary conditions and moment expressions.
The purpose of this paper is to extend the RPT developed by Shimpi and Patel [24] [25] to the static response of FGM sandwich plates. The present theory satisfies equilibrium conditions at the top and bottom faces of the sandwich plate without using shear correction factors. Navier solution is used to obtain the closed-form solutions for simply supported FGM sandwich plates. Numerical examples are presented to illustrate the accuracy and efficiency of the present theory in predicting the stresses and displacements of FGM sandwich plates by comparing the predictions with those computed using various theories.
RPT for FGM Sandwich Plates

Geometrical configuration
Consider the case of a uniform thickness, rectangular FGM sandwich plate composed of three microscopically heterogeneous layers referring to rectangular coordinates (x, y, z) as shown in Fig. 1 . The top and bottom faces of the plate are at z= h/2, and the edges of the plate are parallel to axes x and y. The two side lengthes are a and b. The sandwich plate is composed of three elastic layers, namely, Layer 1, Layer 2, and Layer 3 from bottom to top of the plate. The vertical ordinates of the bottom, the two interfaces, and the top are denoted by h 1 = h/2, h 2 , h 3 , h 4 =h/2, respectively. For the brevity, the ratio of the thickness of each layer from bottom to top is denoted by the combination of three numbers, i.e. 1-0-1, 2-1-2 and so on. As shown in Fig. 2 , two types, Type A and Type B are considered in the present study:
Type A-FGM facesheet and homogeneous core. Type B-Homogeneous facesheet and FGM core. 
Material properties
The properties of FGM vary continuously due to the gradual change in the volume fraction of the constituent materials, usually in the thickness direction only. Power-law function is commonly used to describe these variations of material properties. The sandwich structures made of two types of power-law FGMs mentioned before are discussed as follows.
2.2.1. Type A-power-law FGM facesheet and homogeneous core
The volume fraction of the FGMs is assumed to obey a power-law function along the thickness direction:
where V ( n) (n=1, 2, 3) denotes the volume fraction function of Layer n; k the volume fraction index (0 k + ), which dictates the material variation profile through the thickness.
Type B-homogeneous facesheet and powerlaw FGM core
[ , ]
The effective material properties, like elastic modulus E and Poisson's ratio , then can be expressed by the rule of mixture [26] as
is the effective material property of FGM of Layer n. For Type A, P 1 and P 2 are the properties of the top and bottom faces of Layer 1, respectively, and vice versa for Layer 3 depending on the volume fraction V (n) (n=1, 2, 3). For Type B, P 1 and P 2 are the properties of Layer 3 and Layer 1, respectively.
These two types of FGM sandwich plates will be discussed later in the following sections. For simplicity, Poisson's ratio of plate is assumed to be constant in this study for that the effect of Poisson's ratio on the deformation is much less than that of elastic modulus [27] .
Basic assumptions
Assumptions of the present refined plate theory are as follows:
(1) The displacements are small in comparison with the plate thickness and, therefore, strains involved are infinitesimal.
(2) The transverse displacement W includes two components of bending w b and shear w s . These components are functions of coordinates x, y only. 
Kinematics and constitutive equations
Based on the assumptions made in the preceding section, the displacement field can be obtained using Eqs. (4)- (6) 
The strains associated with the displacements in Eq. (7) , , 
For elastic and isotropic FGMs, the constitutive relations can be written as 
Governing equations
The governing equations of equilibrium can be derived by using the principle of virtual displacements. The principle of virtual work in the present case yields 
where is the top surface, and q the external load. Substituting Eqs. (7)- (8) 
where the stress resultants N, M b , M s and S are defined by
Substituting Eq. (10) into Eq. (14) and integrating through the thickness of the plate, the stress resultants are given as 
The governing equations of equilibrium can be derived from Eq. (13) by integrating the displacement gradients by parts and setting the coefficients u, v, w b , and w s to zero separately. Thus, one can obtain the equilibrium equations associated with the present RPT for the FGM sandwich plate (15) into Eq. (18), we obtain the following operator equation:
where
T is a generalized force vector, and L is the symmetric matrix of differential operators, 11 11 
( , ) ( , ) 0 
To solve this problem, Navier presented the external force for the case of sinusoidally distributed load as
where a and = b, and q 0 represents the intensity of the load at the plate center.
Following the Navier solution procedure, we as- 
Numerical Results and Discussion
In this study, static analysis of simply supported FGM plates by the present RPT is suggested for investigation. Navier solutions for bending analysis of FGM plates are presented by solving Eq. (25) .
The static analysis is conducted for two combinations of metal and ceramic. The first set of materials chosen is aluminum and alumina. The second combination of materials consists of aluminum and zirconia. The material properties are as follow: where E 0 =1 GPa. It is assumed (unless otherwise stated) that the plate is made from aluminium-zirconia FGM. We also take the shear correction factor K=5/6 in the first shear deformation plate theory (FSDPT).
In order to prove the validity of the present theory, results are obtained for fully FGM plates and compared with the existing ones in the literature [28] [29] . For other verification, the results obtained for FGM sandwich plates using the present RPT are compared with other theories existing in the literature such as CPT, FSDPT, and higher-order shear deformation plate theories (HSDPT) such as: TSDPT and sinusoidal shear deformation plate theory (SSDPT) as shown in Table 1 , in which x and y are the rotations of the normal of the midplane about y and x, respectively. Table 2 presents the dimensionless deflections and stresses of the square FGM plate (a/h=10) for different values of the power-law k. It can be seen that the results obtained using the present RPT are identical to those of Zenkour [28] . Table 3 presents the central deflections and the transverse shear stresses of simply supported square FGM plate. The results are compared with those of 2D higher-order theory of Matsunaga [29] . It can be seen that the results agree well with that reported by Matsunaga [29] . 
( , , ) ( , ) Tables 4-6 . These tables consider the case of homogeneous hardcore in which the elastic modulus of Layer 1 are E c =151 Gpa (P 1 , zirconia) at the top face and E m = 70 Gpa (P 2 , aluminium) at the bottom face. The results are considered for k = 0, 1, 2, 5, 10 and different types of sandwich plates. It can be seen that the results obtained by TSDPT and the present RPT are identical. Table 4 shows that the effect of shear deformation is to increase the deflection. The difference between the shear deformation theories is insignificant for fully ceramic plates (k = 0). It is to be noted that the CPT yields identical axial stresses with the FSDPT and so Table 5 lacks the results of CPT. The difference between several kinds of sandwich plates is insignificant for fully ceramic plates (k = 0). The axial stress is very sensitive to the variation of k. Table 6 shows that the transverse shear stresses as per the FSDPT may be indistinguishable. The difference between several kinds of sandwich plates is insignificant for fully ceramic plates (k = 0). The values of the transverse shear stresses decrease as k decreases for the FGM plates with homogeneous hardcore. In general, the fully ceramic plates give the smallest deflections and shear stresses and the largest axial stresses. As the volume fraction exponent increases for FGM plates, the deflection, axial stress and shear stress will increase. These results will decrease as the core thickness, with respect to the total thickness of the plate, increases. In fact the non-symmetric 2-2-1 FGM plate yields the smallest axial stresses.
The comparisons of the maximum deflections are given in Table 7 for FGM sandwich plate with homogeneous hardcore and with volume fraction indices k = 2. It can be observed that the results obtained by the present RPT are identical to those of TSDPT. In addition, the deflection will decrease as the aspect ratio a/b increases. Table  8 for square power-law FGM plates of Type A with homogeneous softcore in which the elastic modulus of Layer 1 is E m =70 GPa (P 1 , aluminum) at the top face and E c =151 GPa (P 2 , zirconia) at the bottom face. The error level increases with the decrease in the thickness ratio a/h. Hence, the shear effect is more pronounced for smaller thickness ratio a/h. The results emphasize also the great influence exerted by the volume fraction indices k on the analyzed deflections. Figs. 3-8 present some numerical results of simply supported square power-law FGM plates of Type A using the present RPT. Figs. 3-5 consider the case of homogeneous hardcore in which the elastic modulus of Layer 1 is E c =151 GPa (P 1 , zirconia) at the top face and E m =70 GPa (P 2 , aluminum) at the bottom face.
Figs. 6-8 consider the case of homogeneous softcore in which the elastic modulus of Layer 1 is E m =70 GPa (P 1 , aluminum) at the top face and E c =151 GPa (P 2 , zirconia) at the bottom face. Fig.3 shows the variation of the center deflection with side-to-thickness ratio a/h for different types of FGM symmetric plates with a homogeneous hardcore. The deflection of the metallic plate is found to be the largest magnitude and that of the ceramic plate of the smallest magnitude. Fig. 4 contains the plots of the axial stress x through the thickness of the plate with a homogeneous hardcore and for k = 0, 1, 2. Under the application of the sinusoidal loading, the stresses are tensile at the top surface and compressive at the bottom surface. The homogeneous ceramic plate (k = 0) yields the maximum compressive (tensile) stress at the bottom (top) surface. These are the metal-rich surfaces for the FGM plates (k = 1, 2). Note that for the different volume fraction exponents chosen, the plate corresponding to k = 2 yields the maximum compressive (tensile) stress at the bottom (top) surface of the core layer (see Figs. 4(a)-4(c). These are the ceramic-rich surfaces in which the ceramic plates experience the minimum compressive or tensile stresses. The stress profile for plate made of pure material (ceramic) changes linearly through the thickness. However, the axial stress variation is not linear for FGM plate.
In Fig. 5 we have plotted the transverse shear stress xz through the thickness of the plate with a homogeneous hardcore and for k = 0, 1, 2. The maximum value occurs at a point on the mid-plane of the plate and its magnitude for FGM plate is larger than that for homogeneous ceramic plate (k = 0). Fig . 6 shows the variation of the center deflection with side-to-thickness ratio for different types of FGM symmetric plates with a homogeneous softcore in which the elastic modulus of Layer 1 is E m =70 GPa (P 1 , aluminum) at the top surface and E c =151 GPa (P 2 , zirconia) at the bottom surface. Contrary to the case of homogeneous hardcore, it can be observed that for FGM plates with a homogeneous softcore, transverse deflection decreases as power law exponent k is in- deflection. This is expected because the metallic plate is the one with the lowest stiffness and the ceramic plate is the one with the highest stiffness. Fig. 7 depicts the through-the-thickness distributions of the axial stress x in the FGM sandwich plate with a homogeneous softcore and for k = 0, 1, 2. The stresses are tensile at the top surface and compressive at the bottom surface. The homogeneous metal plate (k = 0) yields the maximum compressive (tensile) stress at the bottom (top) surface. The stress profile for plate made of pure material (metal) changes linearly through the thickness. However, the axial stress variation is not linear for FGM plate. The plot of shear stress xz across the FGM sandwich plate with a homogeneous softcore is presented in Fig. 8 . The maximum value occurs at a point on the mid-plane of the plate and its magnitude for homogeneous metal plate (k = 0) is larger than that for FGM plate.
Using the present RPT, we present in Figs. 9-11 the center deflection , W axial stress x and transverse shear stress xz for the 1-4-1 sandwich plate of Type B (FGM core) with k = 1, 2, 5. P 1 is referred to the properties of aluminum and P 2 the properties of zirconia. In this case, the FGM core is metal-rich at the top surface and ceramic-rich at the bottom surface. Fig. 9 shows the variation of the center deflection for various power law exponent k and with the side-tothickness ratios. The FGM plate deflection is between those of plate made of ceramic and metal. As exhibited in Fig. 10 , the axial stress, x , is compressive throughout the plate up to almost z = z/h= 0.06 and then they become tensile. The maximum compressive stresses occur at a point on the bottom surface and the maximum tensile stresses occur, of course, at a point on the top surface of the FGM plate. 
Conclusions
A two variable refined theory is extended to the bending response of rectangular FGM sandwich plates. The number of primary variables in this theory is even less than that of first-and higher-order shear deformation plate theories. Hence, unlike any other theory, the theory presented gives rise to only four governing equations resulting in considerably lower computational effort when compared with the other higherorder theories reported in the literature having more numbers of governing equations. The theory accounts for parabolic distribution of the transverse shear strains through the plate thickness, and satisfies the zero traction boundary conditions on the surfaces of the plate without using shear correction factors. The accuracy and efficiency of the present theory have been demonstrated for bending behavior of simply supported FGM sandwich plates. The power-law FGM sandwich plates with FGM facesheet and homogeneous core, and the sandwich plates with homogeneous facesheet and FGM core are considered. The center deflection, axial stress and transverse shear stress predicted by the present theory (with four unknowns) and TSDPT (five unknowns) are identical.
In conclusion, it can be said that the proposed theory is not only accurate but also efficient in predicting the deflection and stresses of FGM sandwich plates.
